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Who am I?



In the next 40 minutes or so
1. A bit of background to the study
2. A few words on open access, and why it made 

a difference here
3. The power of maps
4. US megaregions project                                    t  
5. Tropicana Field and the bobblehead



Background



Novo ordo seclorum?
New order of the ages?



The Treasure of 
the Blue Banana 
(yes, really)









Based on what?

“To be more charitable than 
Morozov, I would say there is a 
thin and interesting essay 
nestled inside the enormous 
pile of fluff that is 
“Connectography.”



Our question
Everyone talks about the ‘economic geography’ of places, and also of 
‘megaregions’ but how can we systematically define them? Can we?



Open access



Why you should embrace open access 

● People will find your work
● People can read your work
● It’s a nice thing to do
● It’s a good thing to do
● It’s the right thing to do
● It’ll look bad if you don’t
● People will share back
● You will find it helpful
● Others will find it helpful
● But be careful, people might read it 

Is our work really like this? 
No, mostly not. But it 
shouldn’t all be locked 
away either



Hmm. Let 
me think 
about it.



EVERYONE





Why are we here? 
1. Not really sure what to do with our lives?

2. Want to change the world? 

The answers to these questions should have some bearing on how, where and 
when we publish 



The power of 
maps



Reminder: Wales exists (so does New Zealand)

http://worldmapswithout.nz/


“The President Likes Maps”

This is one thing most of 
us have in common with 
The President of the 
United States.

Possibly the only thing.



US 
Megaregions



Pic of my very heavy laptop
aka The MegaMonster







Working paper and data 



Blog and CityMetric pieces Date: August 2015 



WIRED piece 



Mark Evans piece - amazing work 

This really is amazing: 
http://bigbytes.mobyus.com/commute.aspx 

http://bigbytes.mobyus.com/commute.aspx
http://bigbytes.mobyus.com/commute.aspx


Garrett’s blog piece 

Date: 12 October 2015 



Combo (Sobolevsky et al., MIT)





The Paper  
● Written collaboratively in Google Docs, files on Dropbox
● Cloud computing in AWS (about $20 per run)
● Several iterations (5 main ones)
● A good few maps
● Targeted big OA journal with quick turnaround 
● Several Skype chats
● Submitted summer 2016
● Published 30 Nov 2016 (OA often faster as well) 



As of 17 May 2017







In a nutshell

We moved from this

To this



I’m trying to stand nearest to Waldo hereWaldo Tobler, UCSB, 2013



Commuting in Santa Barbara



Algorithms: ‘guaranteed to provide a 
correct solution’.

Oh, reallllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllly?



0.948469
A value of 0 indicates a partitioning of nodes into communities which is “no better 

than random,” while a value of 1 indicates “networks with strong community 
structure”



People quite 
like regions

Google Trends













Really useful public 
feedback on this 
project helped us 
move things on a bit 
more

Let’s take a look if 
there’s time

http://discovery.dartmouth.edu/megaregions/


Tropicana 
Field







Summing up

1. It’s not procrastination if you produce something useful
2. 1 isn’t strictly true, but it gets you off the hook
3. This conception of megaregions really struck a chord
4. The power of maps should never be underestimated
5. Publishing open access opens doors and starts new 

conversations with interesting people
6. Even Redditors agreed that the results make sense



bit.ly/megaregions2017


